
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

➤Achieve an end-to-end business process with stakeholders

➤Merge individual development collaboration processes

➤Check processes for A-Spice capabilities and define required steps to 

implement traceability

➤Adapt processes that can be performed in the tool codeBeamer

➤Organize workshops with leading stakeholders to achieve 

transparency

➤Plan the work within the Agile Framework

OUR REQUIREMENTS

➤Technical Bachelor's/Master's degree/graduate diploma in Engineering, 

Business Informatics or a similar field of study or equivalent education 

with experience

➤2+ years of experience in similar fields as above

➤Domain knowledge in the following areas BPMN-Models, Agile 

Development and product business processes from experience in a 

professional environment or a considerable private project

➤Experience with Stages, codeBeamer, Preevision, Rhapsody, Doors, Jira, 

Confluence / Change Management is a plus

➤Naturally curious personality and boundless enthusiasm to learn new 

technologies

➤Fluent in English

➤Knowledge of German language is beneficial

PIXIDA GmbH

www.pixida.jobs

OUR BENEFITS

➤A competitive 

compensation, 

extraordinary pension plan, 

profit sharing and various 

benefits in the areas of 

sport/health, work/life, 

mobility and fun

➤Flexible working hours, 

mobile working/home 

office - we have the best 

solution for you!

➤Individual guidance and 

mentoring from your start

➤A professional development 

concept including constant 

individual trainings

➤A highly innovative, agile 

and unique team with a 

great working culture

➤A very appealing, state-of-

the-art office & work 

equipment

➤Short- and long-term 

international opportunities

➤Team events on a regular 

basis 

➤Travel allowance 

➤Room for independence, 

personal growth and 

creativity

➤Some of the most 

prestigious customers in 

high-tech

MUNICH | INGOLSTADT

Process Specialist

At Pixida we are passionate technology consultants and developers 

for digitalization and mobility solutions. As we continue to grow, we 

are looking for a highly motivated Process Specialist who is interested 

in and able to perform and thrive in a fast-paced and constantly 

challenging work environment of digital transformation processes.

APPLY NOW!   karriere@pixida.de

Pixida is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer! We are committed to a work environment that supports, inspires, 

and respects all individuals and in which all aspects of employment are applied without discrimination. Therefore we 

encourage all individuals to apply!


